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Over the summer, we spent a great deal of time with 
members of the Jennison Large Cap Growth team, 
subadvisors for Harbor Capital Appreciation. We have 
a long history with the team (we first invested in the 
fund in 1994), but it had been a while since we took a 
deep dive into the strategy. Our goal was to revisit our 
thesis behind owning Harbor Capital Appreciation, as 
well as deepen our understanding of the team’s inner 
workings. Here is our updated due diligence report, 
which reflects our current understanding and recom-
mendation of Harbor Capital Appreciation. 

Investment Philosophy & Process

The Jennison Large Cap Growth team employs a bot-
tom-up stock-picking approach, seeking mid- and 
large-cap market-leading growth companies that cre-
ate economic value through unique business models. 
These companies are typically experiencing strong 
topline and/or bottom-line growth rates that Jennison 
believes are durable and sustained by a competitive 
advantage. Their focus is on identifying companies that 
are growing faster than the broader market (as defined 
by the S&P 500 Index). They seek to build a portfolio 
that has a growth rate about 1.5x–2x that of the market, 
but the portfolio will typically trade at a premium valu-
ation multiple. For example, if the S&P 500 has a growth 
rate of 8%, Jennison wants to build a portfolio that, at a 
minimum, has a growth rate of 12%. The team also in-
vests in companies with similar growth rates as the mar-
ket to reduce the volatility that can come with owning 
fast-growing, higher-multiple stocks. Holdings fit into 
three growth rate buckets: (1) companies with estimat-
ed growth rates of more than 20%, (2) companies with 
growth rates between 15% and 20%, and (3) companies 
with growth rates of less than 15%. Key to the process 
is having their earnings growth estimates materialize. 
This makes their fundamental analysis of companies 
and industries central to their potential success. 

Team

The Jennison Large Cap Growth Team is currently 
made up of seven portfolio managers and 11 analysts 

(two of whom act as both portfolio managers and 
analysts). Two of the portfolio managers, Sig Segalas 
(CIO and lead manager) and Kathleen McCarragher, 
are responsible for Harbor Capital Appreciation. The 
remaining portfolio managers lead other funds or sep-
arate accounts. 

All portfolio managers are involved in the vetting of a 
potential holding, and after a thorough discussion of 
the stock, there is usually consensus among the port-
folio managers at the stock level. But there can be a 
situation where one portfolio manager may differ in 
opinion or conviction. As for this approach, Segalas 
says he does not want the “comfort of the group vote,” 
meaning a stock presented by an analyst does not 
need to have every portfolio manager’s approval. He 
also contends that what people do is more important 
than what they say; therefore, portfolios effectively 
measure convictions in certain names. However, Se-
galas realizes that if he were to purchase a stock that 
his team members are not on the same page with him, 
it means that six investors he respects disagree with 
him, and the “burden of proof” rests with him to con-
vince and prove to them otherwise. 

Each portfolio manager has their own experiences and 
biases, which can, at the margin, differentiate their 
portfolios. However, there is high commonality across 
portfolios as there is a universal understanding of the 
types of companies they look for. Segalas, for exam-
ple, has a special focus on technology companies and 
has historically been hesitant about energy sector 
investments. The team’s aversion to invest substan-
tially in energy companies is rooted in their growth 
being largely dependent on increases in pricing. Sega-
las has consistently shown his preference for growth 
that comes from organic additional unit growth, and 
not from increased pricing. He does not rely on price 
increases because he’s unsure how long that can last.

The portfolio managers are backed by experienced an-
alysts. Just about all the analysts have been at the firm 
for more than a decade, and many over 15 years. In the 
past, Segalas has noted the team’s continuity as an im-
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portant ingredient 
to their success. 
The analyst role 
at Jennison is not 
necessarily seen as 
an interim position 
for future portfolio 
managers—and ca-
reer analysts can 
create continuity 
of philosophy and 
process over the 
years. Analyst cov-
erage is broken up 
by sector and, of-
tentimes, analysts 
are responsible for 
a specific industry 
within the broader 
sector. The ana-
lyst team is central 
to the investment 
process. They are 
responsible for 
the detailed, fun-
damental work on 
each name. And as 
different portfolio 

managers have said over the years, an analyst’s con-
viction in a stock is how a portfolio manager builds 
their own conviction. The portfolio managers rely on 
analysts for investment ideas and the fundamental 
analysis behind each investment. It’s then up to the 
portfolio managers to put these ideas to work. 

Portfolio managers are fluent in the individual posi-
tions (and some were analysts prior to becoming port-
folio managers); however, the analysts do all the heavy 
lifting that goes into analyzing a stock. Segalas wants 
analysts to have a very high degree of conviction in the 
stocks they bring to the table. Understanding each an-
alyst’s strengths, weaknesses, and biases is critical for 
each portfolio manager. This is where their long work-
ing history with each other plays an important role 
in the process, as does a strong team-based culture. 
The portfolio managers leverage the analysts’ work to 
make effective portfolio-level decisions.

The analysts have been characterized as “entrepre-
neurs” by various team members over the years. Ana-
lysts are given all the resources they need and want. It 
was evident in our recent meetings that analysts spend 
a great deal of time on the road visiting company head-
quarters; meeting with senior management teams, di-

vision heads, and competitors; and going to industry 
conferences. The portfolio managers also often travel 
with the analysts to visit companies and attend compa-
ny management meetings when they are in their offices.

Fundamental Analysis

The team is looking for secular growth opportunities 
where they believe the market is underestimating the 
magnitude and sustainability of that growth. Given 
the focus on secular growth opportunities, they have 
historically shied away from economically sensitive 
and regulated businesses. A company’s above-aver-
age growth rate should be durable and sustained by a 
competitive advantage(s).

If a company is earlier in its business life, the team’s 
focus is on the revenue growth opportunity, driven by 
unit sales and a large perceived market opportunity. 
At this point, the team is less focused on pricing power 
and earnings growth, though seeing a path to profit-
ability is important. Over the years Segalas has repeat-
edly said he’s uncomfortable seeing growth via pric-
ing hikes because you never know how long that will 
last. Blair Boyer (another Large-Cap Growth portfolio 
manager) reiterated this point in our recent meetings, 
saying: “Organic growth is really driven by units now. 
Let’s face it, there are varying degrees of deflationary 
pressures that exist almost everywhere [and] some 
of those are structural.” And McCarragher added that 
companies that can double in size in five years will get 
there through unit growth, not price increases. This 
thinking steers the team toward innovative compa-
nies they believe are solving problems and disrupting 
traditional business models, all of which tend to be 
characteristics of companies growing units and away 
from companies that have historically grown through 
pricing. They do want to find companies with pricing 
flexibility and the ability to increase prices; however, 
pricing increases eventually come to an end. They 
instead want to invest in companies that are creat-
ing value, solving problems, creating new markets, 
building durable brand franchises, and satisfying cus-
tomer needs—all of which tend to be characteristics 
of companies growing units. Practically speaking, this 
leads the team to find more opportunities in technolo-
gy-platform and intellectual-property companies, and 
less in the commodity-based sectors.

As a company begins to mature and experience slow-
er revenue growth, it is not automatically sold from 
the portfolio. The team likes to have a balance of high-
growth companies and steady, but still above-mar-
ket growth companies. At this later stage in a com-
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pany’s lifecycle, the team will typically focus more 
on profit margin and earnings growth. Boyer gave 
a good example of how they might own a company 
through its lifecycle and the different levers behind 
growth when we talked about Home Depot. They’ve 
followed the company for its entire life as a public 
company. Boyer says the old Home Depot model was 
about fixed-asset growth through expanding stores 
and growing square footage. There was a huge mar-
ket opportunity where corner hardware stores were 
the only stores in town. The company could grow 
sales by adding more stores and expanding glob-
ally. However, at some point there was a saturation 
of stores and Home Depot’s “growth algorithm” had 
to change with the realization that growth could no 
longer come via square footage growth. The story is 
now about growing cash flows and earnings. As Boyer 
puts it, Home Depot is still a growth company, “just a 
growth company in a different guise than would have 
been the case 15 to 20 years ago.” When companies 
grow and expand quickly, inefficiencies can build 
up. This can create an opportunity for management 
to leverage the scale benefits of companies occupy-
ing dominant market positions and refocus on being 
more efficient, driving margins higher, and increasing 
earnings. 

Analysts track business fundamentals and look to catch 
these inflection points in growth, acknowledging that 
growth doesn’t last forever. At the onset, they spend a 
lot of time understanding the important growth drivers 
and continually monitor the incremental data points to 
ensure the growth trends are intact. If the team sens-
es that a company’s growth profile is slowing or is not 
playing out as expected, they may reduce a position or 
eliminate it. Trims in the portfolio tend to occur when 
valuations have risen, risk parameters have changed, 
and the team perceives a temporary slowdown, where-
as a more permanent slowdown can lead the team to 
eliminate the position. Back to the Home Depot ex-
ample, they didn’t own the stock for a period of time 
because company management felt they could still 
grow through adding square footage, while the team 
had a different view that the company was running out 
of room to expand via square footage. Once it became 
evident that Home Depot management was refocus-
ing, the team re-purchased the stock. They want to see 
a company’s fundamental results meeting or exceed-
ing their own internal judgments of fundamentals. If 
a company disappoints on the team’s expectations of 
fundamentals, they are quick to move on to other ideas. 

The analysts’ conviction is based on a company’s fun-
damental progress. If an analyst loses confidence in 

a company’s earnings growth path then they will not 
hesitate to recommend that the portfolio managers 
sell the stock. Analysts continually monitor that fun-
damental business results are meeting or exceeding 
their expectations. 

Valuation

Valuation is important, but the main consideration 
is company fundamentals. Boyer recently told us 
that they can’t control the valuation of a company, 
and that valuation is a function of what everybody 
else in the marketplace thinks, and so they “focus 
on what we think the business is doing, and make 
judgments around whether [they think] that’s re-
flected in the stock price today or not.” He adds 
that typically stocks don’t suddenly stop working 
because valuation is too high, but instead because 
something has gone wrong with the business. This 
is why they monitor and put a premium on business 
fundamentals.

The way they attempt to value a business will differ 
based on business models. McCarragher says they 
will use a valuation approach that captures the eco-
nomic value of the business. For steady-state compa-
nies (like Costco Wholesale), they might look at more 
traditional price-ratio multiples (e.g., price-to-earn-
ings, price-to-cash-flow, or relative multiples). For a 
higher-growth business (like Netflix), they will make 
assumptions and model out what the business could 
look like—and then discount those cash flows to ar-
rive at a valuation for the company. 

Portfolio Construction

The team constructs the portfolio by balancing 
growth, opportunity, and valuation. The portfolio is 
broken into three distinct growth groups: (1) those 
estimated to grow greater than 20%, (2) between 15% 
and 20%, and (3) below 15%. The allocation to each 
bucket is an outgrowth of stock selection opportuni-
ties (i.e., the team does not have target weightings for 
each bucket). Over time, each bucket has ranged as 
low as 10%–15% to greater than 40%. As of the end of 
the third quarter of 2017, there was 40% in the bucket 
of 20% or greater growers. To offset the fast-growing, 
higher-valuation companies, the team also invests in 
steadier growth stocks that are reasonably priced. 
Examples include positions in Home Depot, FedEx, 
Costco, Microsoft, and Apple.

At the sector level, given the team’s focus on growth, 
the portfolio is typically heavy in consumer discre-
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tionary, health care, and information technology, 
with the latter typically having the largest weight.

Larger portfolio positions (4%–5% range) are compa-
nies the team believes have the best combination of 
opportunity, valuation, duration of growth, and con-
viction in their forecasts. Average positions (in the 2% 
range) are companies that meet the criteria but not to 
the fullest extent. The one current exception to this is 
their position in Apple. The stock was first purchased 
for the fund back in 2004 and was a 6% position as 
of the end of September. They say that if Apple were 
not such a large position in the index, it may not be 
as large a position in the fund. McCarragher says Ap-
ple is a more product-driven and mature company at 
this point, which would typically be reason to have it 
at a smaller weighting than it currently is. The port-
folio may hold sub-1% positions in high-risk, high-
growth stocks that are currently smaller in market 
cap. Over the years they’ve referred to these hold-
ings as “speculative” or “less proven” names. These 
are typically potentially disruptive businesses where 
the team feels there’s a possibility of a long-duration 
growth opportunity. These opportunities tend to be 
in biotech and emerging technology. The team will 
build these positions as they gain conviction that the 
business is executing but will sell if their investment 
thesis breaks down. A recent example is Snap, which 
at the end of March was a 0.2% position. However, 
after evaluating a disappointing earnings release, 
the team sold the stock at the end of June. For these 
smaller positions, the team understands both the 
fundamental risks and valuation risk that accompa-
nies these companies, which is why they tend to be 
smaller position sizes.

Performance Review

Harbor Capital Appreciation has returned 33% this 
year (through October), which compares favorably to 
the 16.9% gain for the S&P 500 Index and 25.1% gain 
for the iShares Russell 1000 Growth ETF. The fund is 
currently ahead of the broad S&P 500 and iShares 
Russell 1000 Growth ETF over all standard trailing pe-
riods (as of the end of October 2017). It is also ahead 
of its Morningstar Large Cap Growth peer group in all 
trailing periods. Since Segalas started managing the 
fund in May 1990, the fund has gained 11.5% annu-
alized, which compares favorably to 10.1% for the 
S&P 500, 9.8% for the Russell 1000 Growth Index, and 
8.9% for the Morningstar U.S. Large Growth category.

The fund’s outperformance has also been consistent. 
Since May 1990 through the end of October 2017, Har-

bor Capital Appreciation has outpaced the Russell 
1000 Growth Index in 74.9% of rolling five-year peri-
ods. It has bettered the S&P 500 in 64.9% of rolling 
five-year periods and the Morningstar Large Growth 
category 93% of the time. Over rolling 10-year pe-
riods, the fund has outperformed the Russell 1000 
Growth Index in 90.5% of periods, the S&P 500 in 
58.3% of periods, and its Large Growth peers in 100% 
of rolling 10-year periods.

Litman Gregory Opinion

We have invested in Harbor Large Cap Growth since 
the 1990s, and our recent work reaffirmed our strong 
positive opinion.

We have identified many positives, but our opin-
ion rests largely on the strength of the investment 
team. Over the years Segalas has consistently told 
us that he (or the other portfolio managers) is “only 
as good as [his] analysts.” We have met or spoken 
with the majority of the team over the last few 
months and we have been impressed. Portfolio 
managers and analysts have a clear understand-
ing of their investment approach and consistently 
demonstrated a depth of knowledge of portfolio 
holdings, broader industry dynamics, and com-
petitors. They were also thoughtful when it came 
to the risks to their thesis. The team’s passion and 
love for investing was also evident.

The team’s experience and stability stand out. Segalas 
co-founded Jennison Associates in 1969 and remains 
the firm’s chief investment officer and a portfolio 
manager of Jennison’s Large Cap Growth strategies. 
He remains active in the daily management of Harbor 
Capital Appreciation. McCarragher, the co-portfolio 
manager on the Harbor fund, has been with Jennison 
for close to 20 years and is the current head of Growth 
Equity at the firm. As for stability, most of the team 
has been with the firm for a decade or more. We think 
this continuity fosters an understanding of, commit-
ment to, and focus on a philosophy and process that 
has remained in place for decades (and has been 
applied successfully). Their long working relation-
ships also result in team members having knowledge 
of each other’s strengths, weaknesses, and biases, 
which helps them set aside personal agendas and ul-
timately make better decisions as a group.

Something that was noted in our original due dili-
gence report is the extensive resources at the ana-
lysts’ disposal. Based on recent conversations, this 
is still the case. Analysts consistently brought up 
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anecdotes they came across during industry confer-
ences, meetings with management teams, or talks 
with competitors. Based on this and our stock discus-
sions with them, it is evident that the analysts are not 
taking any shortcuts and are doing thorough funda-
mental work. There are no bureaucratic or resource 
constraints that might hamper the analysts’ ability to 
research a stock. They each have full autonomy and 
operate as self-starting entrepreneurs when it comes 
to underwriting their stocks. 

We do not believe Jennison is reliant or dependent 
on any one person to succeed. The process is very 
much team based, collaborative, and fundamentally 
driven. Segalas has been at the helm of Jennison for 
nearly 50 years but still has no plans to step back. His 
continued involvement has not hampered the growth 
of other team members—as evidenced by the six oth-
er portfolio managers, responsibilities divvied among 
other senior team members, and life-long analysts 
who remain at the firm. We say this not to diminish 
the importance and influence of Segalas, but to point 
out that many individuals are contributing to the in-
vestment process. We are aware that the departure 
of founders and leaders can often lead to the undo-
ing of a previously successful team. This is not lost 
upon Jennison either. Talk around Segalas’s eventual 
retirement has been consistent for quite some time, 
and the firm has had plenty of runway to institution-
alize pieces of the process, delegate responsibilities, 

and focus on building a lasting culture. This is a topic 
we will continue to monitor in future discussions with 
the team to gain more confidence in the overall team 
and future of the fund.

We are confident this fund will outperform both a 
blend U.S. stock benchmark and a narrower U.S. large-
cap growth index over a market cycle. We expect short-
er time periods of underperformance, yet we believe 
they have the people, process, and shared philosophy 
in place to outperform over longer time frames.

—Kiko Vallarta, CFA, and Jack Chee

Source: Litman Gregory Analytics
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Note: These materials are intended for the use of investment professionals only and may contain information that 
is not suitable for all investors. This presentation is provided by Litman Gregory Asset Management, LLC (“Litman 
Gregory”) for informational purposes only and no statement is to be construed as a solicitation or offer to buy or 
sell a security, or the rendering of personalized investment advice. There is no agreement or understanding that 
Litman Gregory will provide individual advice to any investor or advisory client in receipt of this document. Certain 
information constitutes “forward-looking statements” and due to various risks and uncertainties actual events or 
results may differ from those projected. Some information contained in this report may be derived from sources 
that we believe to be reliable; however, we do not guarantee the accuracy or timeliness of such information. Past 
performance may not be indicative of future results and there can be no assurance the views and opinions ex-
pressed herein will come to pass. Investing involves risk, including the potential loss of principal. Any reference to 
a market index is included for illustrative purposes only, as an index is not a security in which an investment can be 
made. Indexes are unmanaged vehicles that do not account for the deduction of fees and expenses generally asso-
ciated with investable products. For additional information about Litman Gregory, please consult the Firm’s Form 
ADV disclosure documents, the most recent versions of which are available on the SEC’s Investment Adviser Public 
Disclosure website (adviserinfo.sec.gov) and may otherwise be made available upon written request.
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